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Physics. - "'1'he del'ivation of the fcmmda w/tich gives tlte 1'elation 
between t/te concentration of coexisting p/tases fOT binar'Y 
müctU1'es." By Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS. 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

Already in my molecular theory (Cont. lI, p. 10) I del'ived a 
formula fol' the concentration in coexisting phases of binary mixtures. 
This formllia has the following form: 

~ ~ ~ ~ 

lYIRTl~+MRT dx _ dx = MR1'l~+MRT~- dx 
I-iv v-b V I-x v-v v • 

In the case that the second phase is a ral'efied gasphase, the 

second member is bimplified to MRT l ~ and we find: 
I-iv 

da db 

lYIR'l' l ~ I-tv. = dx -lYIR1' div . . • . (1) 
I-''U1 x. v v-b 

From this I have drawn the conclusion that the circumstance that 
two coexisting phases have the same concentration ean only occur 

a 
for mixtures, for which a minimum value of the quantity -= ocrurs, 

bx 

and so H, minimum value for the critical temperature. Fol the 
limiting case, with exeeedingly low valnes of '1', the mixture for 

which ax has a minimum value, would be exactly the mixture, for 
bx 

whirh the value of x is the same in the two phases; but tOl' in
creasing values of '1' this concentration shifts to the skIe of the 
substance with the lowest vahw of the size of the molecules. (Cont. 
lI, p. 19 and p. 120). 

Afterwards I have derived in "Ternary Systems" for equation (1) 
the following equation: 

,'U 1 I-,'U. fdTk Idpk 
l--=--;-+--, .... (2) 

1-''U1 x. 1 d,e 'Pk d,'U 

which also holds\ only approximately for the case that the second 
ph ase is a rarefied gas-phase. For the derivation of (2) I have not 
directly used the eql1ation of state, but I have conbidered the weIl-

'P 1'k-1' 
lmown formula fol' the vapour-presbure - l - = f l' as sufii

pl. 
ciently accurate for liquid volumes which are not much smaller 
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than that of the pressure of coincidence (pl'essure of the óaturated 
vapoul' for the unsplit mixture). 

Equation (2) horvever, can also be found directly from the equa
tion of state. It was to be expected that this was possible, because 
as I have shown in "The liquid state and equation of condition" 1) 
the formula for the vapour may be derived from this equation. If 
we want to find also for the factor f the real value of about 7, 
it is necessary to consider b as function of the volume. This not 
only renders the derivation very complicate, but it places us before 
the unsolved question : in how far is the decrease of b with the 
volume to be ascribed to realor quasi diminution ? 

I have therefore confined my self for the moment to examining 
what follows tor the form of (2) fl'om the equation of state, when 
b is put independent of the volume. 

We have then to reduce: 

lJIRT db da 
di/] d,'/] 

-----. 
v- b v 

We write for this successively: 

MBT db da 

___ d_,1! _ d,v = (p -I- ~) db _ ~ da = 
v-b v v2 dtIJ V d,v 

Now fol' a db (~ _ ~) _ (~_ ~) da we may wl'ite: 
clx v2 b2 V b d,1] 

a(v-b) \~ d(~ _ v+b ~ db / = a(v-b) I~ da _ ~ db _ (1 _ ~)~ db,/ 
bv I a d,1] v b d,1] \ bv I a d,v b d,v v b dm I 

aCv -b) 
and as according to the equation of state bv is equal to 

a(v-b) v-b 
--=MR'l' + (lJIRT-vp)-

h b 
we find aJter some reductions: 

1.rRTdb da a dl ct Ct 
JU. - d- - dl-

~ clx ~ b b2 v-b ~ 
~b - -;; = P d,'/] -- d,'/] + MRT d,'/] I -b- (MRT - vp) --a:;;- + 
v-b 1 db + --- [MR'l' - P (v - b)] • • • • • . • . . . . • (3) 

b b d.v 

1) These Proc. VI. p. 123. 

11* 
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We mayalso write the second member of (3) as follows: 

I d l~ I 
db V b2 (v-b)' db\ 

p ---(v-b)----I-
d.c b dUJ b2 dtc 
a a a 

d- dl- dlog-
b 1 b2 v-b b 

- dUJ + JltIRl a;; + MRT ~---;z;;-
. . (4) 

In order to examme the general value of the quantity which is 
to be l'educed, we have to distinguish two cases. The first case, 
that v - b is smaH and 11 (v - b) may be neglected compared with 
MRT. In this case (4) may be simplified to: 

a a 
d- dl-

db b b2 

p da; - dlv + lvIRT -a;-' 
The second would hold for high pressures, then the value of 

p (v - b) approaches to .M RT, when v approaches to b. In this 
case (4) is simplified to: 

a 
db db 

p---. 
a,l) dtc 

As we assume coexIstence with a rarefied gasphase we have only 
to deal with the first case. In the second there would not even be 
question of coexistence with a second phase. We find now for the 
forIDula, giving the relation for the concentration of the two phases : 

( 
d~ dl~) 

l~ l-UJs = _1_ ~_ ~ ... , (5) 
l-UJ1 tVs lvIRT dtV d.c 1 

in which p db is neglectf'd, or rather where it is canrelled by an 
d,'I] 

almost eqnal yalue, which would occur in the second membel' of 
the equation given at the beginning of th is paper. 

Let us put: 

and 

r1 8 Ct 
j)lRlk =--

27 b 

1 Ct 

p!., = 27 b2 ' 

then (5) assumes the form of: 

tV1 1-lvs (27 1 dT!., dPk \ 
ll_,'1]l --:;:- = 8" T d,'I] - PkdUJ) 1 • 
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27 
The factor is in perfect concordance with the factor which 

8 
occurs in the formula of the vapour pressure, when we put the 
quantity b independent of the volume. I have shown before that it 
must be about doubled, when we assume variability for b - Ol' rathel' 

27 
the factor "8 is not increased, but the assumption of the smaller 

value of b comes to doubling the factor, when we substitute the 
a 

value of Tic tor b' Without carrying out the elaborate calculations, 

which III our case mlght be the consequence of assumption of the 
val'iability of b, I think to be justified in concluding to the doubling 
of th at factor as a sufficiently approximated value. Then we find 
back exactly the same value as I had found in "Ternary System&", viz. 

''VI 1-''V2 (1 dTlc 1 dPIc) 
ll_IV

1 
--;;;;- = T dm - Plc dm 1" (6) 

in w hich formula f may put about 7. 
Tlc . dPL 

As 8X 273pk = {,, we may put for d,'V : 

d log TL dlogb 
d,'/] - --a;;- . 

Rence (6) becomes: 

l ~ 1- ''/]2 = (~ _ ~) dl,. + ~ db , 
1 - ''VI ,1'2 1. 1.k do'/] b d,l] 

. (7) 

db 
Fl'om the form (7) we derlve, that onl}' when - = 0, and so • do'/] 

when the molecnles of the mixed substances are of the samé size, 
the C'oncentration of the coexistiug pha&es is the same fol' the mixture 
w!th minimum critical temperature. lf the si ze of the molecules is 
not the same 11\ = o'IJ2 for the mixture fol' which 

(t _ ~) dTlc __ ~ db 
l' 1,c dm - b do'/] 

• . • . (8) 

db 
If -d is positive, as is the case for mixtures of acetone and ether 

.IJ 

(ether as second component), then ,'IJ = ,'lJ2 for a mixture for which 
d1'le 
-d is negtl.1ive. Then the concentl'ation where Xl and X 2 are equal 

,'/] 

alld therefore also the maximum pressUl'e in the p, X line has shif'ted 
to the side of the component wilh t11e smallest molecule. If we 
multiply both members of (8) by T, the shiftillg proves to increase 
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fol' increasing value of 1', 1.L1Id :'0 we arrive at a conclusion, to 
whieh 1- came al ready befol'e, viz. that the concentl'ation of the 
maximum value of iJ in tho)J,.'IJ curve is &ufficiently the same as 
that of tho mixture with minimum critical temperature only for tho 
very la west values of T. It only appears that all'eady at ordinary 
temperatures the shlfting mentioned above may be rather considerabIe. 
A consequence of th is is, that the sIiifting between the orclinal'y 
tomperatures and T = Tk may be only slight. This shifting is however 
the g'l'eater as the difference in the size of tbe molecules is the more 
considerable, and as the dee1't'aRe in critical tempm'atu1'e takes pIace 
the more sIowly. 

Now that we havo fOlmd au approximate vtLlue for [t':l' we eau 
immediately derive from it an approximate value fOl' [t"x, a quantity 
which must be knowlI, if in the equation: 

We find then: 

Ol' 
f d' Tk d'lpk ,," - + r:l--T-d' -d'" fe lV 

Sa for small vapour pressure the equation: 

~ (dP )' = (.7' -.7'1) \ 1 _ L d'T~ + d2

lpk I 
p dml T 2 I ml(l-.vl) l' dm l- dm 2 I 

holds approximately, 
d'Tk 

In general the quantity --. wiU be positive, and this is cortainly 
d,v I 

sa when th ere is a minimum value fol' Tk; the value of the other 
term may change this of course. But as a rulc [t" XI will be found 
negative for normal substances. 

In thc valuc of the quantity l' (cl~,) only anc of the two parts 
p d.L TI 

f dTk dlpk 
of tt'x occurs, vÎz. - - and 1I0t the other part -cl . So only the 

I l' d,v
I 

,lIL 

part dep en ding on T is kept. In different ways the value of tbis quantity 
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may be found. lt is easily found fi'om the equation, occurring m 
Cant. II p. 146, slightly reduced, viz: 

-p- = 1(1 - m ) + IJ el'/:1ll el':1J -liP/XI - 1 
J.l1Rl' I I' I 

From this farm we derive, keeping Xl constant: 

p./ d[lxI .'l.\ e XI __ 

dl' d ([lXI - iU1 [lXI -1) 
-----+ dl' 

dp 1 
---
pdl' T l-iU +m ep./.LI 

1 1 

for which we may write: 

Ol' 

d' For [l3,1 

dl' 

LT_~ 
]'2 k 1" 

Hence: 

dp 1 dfl'XI d ([lxI -!VI [l'XI) 
pdl'-T = IU. dT + dT 

- = - T/.I + (IV.-IUI ) --(
TdP ) ! \ dTkl ! 
pdl':11 T da\ 

get the value 

lVIultiplying the second member by llfRT, we find w21 • For 1/'.1 

we find tl1en 2 terms, the first J1IB J Tic representing the heat of 
evaporation, when the mixture XI evaporated as an lll1split substance, 
and therefore the vapour ph ase would have the same concentration 

f dTk 
as the Iiqllid phase. The secOIld part l' (als-XI) dm c1enotes the mo-

1 

dification, which IS the ('onsequence of the circumstance, that the 
vapom phase has anothel' concentration than the liquid phase. This 
modification eau be very considerable 111 certam cases, viz. when 
''V2 - Xl is very large. lf 11 should depend linearlyon ,'/:, the11 

T dl'kl l' cl' l' 1.1 + (x. - ''/:1) --= k2 :1n for l~ we miglü write in that case, 
d.'l.'t 

denoting the components of the mixture by a and b: Tk2 = Tka 

l'(dP) T dpa (i-x.) + Tkb X 2 • (Cont. II, p. 155) or - dT = (1-,'V.) - -1' + 
P :11 pad 

'1.' dPb + IV. Pb dl" Then '1021 = J.l1a 1'a (I-x.) + lrI" I'b X" and the proeess 

of mixing in the liquid state will take place without heat of mixing. 
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If the graphica1 repl'esentation of 
(Oont. lI, p. 45), lying everyw here 

Tk as fllnction of X, is a curve 
above the tangent, which is the 

al a2 2a12 • 
rase when - + - - -- IS positive, then Tlr

I bI
2 b2

2 bI b2 

dl".l + (X2 -XI) -- is 
d,r

I 

smaller than Tk
2

• 

If we draw a tangent to the curve in the point Xl' this tangent 
cutt> the ordinate of ,v2 in a point which lies lower tllan the curve, 
and the di stance fl'om that point of intersection to the curve is a 
measure for the quantity of heat required for mixing the condensed 
vapolll' with the liquicl phase conside1'ed. As p,":x ronsists of two 
terms, the latter of which is only negatIve, when the mixing in the 
liquid state is attendcà by absorption of heat, we are not justitied 
in expecting that tlns latent heat of mixing aione determines the 
sign of p,":x. 

Physics. - "On P.V-Clt1'Ves of mixtures of acetone and etAyl-etAel' 
and of f'a1'bon tetracldol'ide ancl acetone at 0° 0." By G. O. 
GERRl'rs. (Oommunicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS). 

(Communicated in the meeting of June 25, 1904). 

The imperfect concOl'dance found by OUNAEUS 1) between the rela
t10n uecluced by VAN DER WAAJ,S 2) in his theo1'Y between the vapoul' 
ten sion ovel' a mixture of two ltquids, the moJeculal' cOllcentration 
of tile vapou1' and that of the hqmd, induced us to take up the 
investigation once more according to the same method as had been 
used by OUNAEUS and with the same substances, acetone and ethyl-ether. 
Aftenval'ds also Illlxtures of carbon tetrachloride and aeetonc were 
examined. 

It had viz. appeared, that im provements might be apvlied 'to the 
method of investigation. 

By means of the dctermination of thc rcfl'activity of the vapour, 
both of the simpie t>ubstances and of the mixtures, the molecular 
concentration of the vapour was detel'mincd by means of the law 
of BIOT and ARAGO. 

This detel'minatiol,1 of thc rcfractivity was made accol'ding to the 
method of Lord RAYJ.m&H') a1so followccl by OUNAlms 4). 

1) CUNAEUS, Ploefschrift, Amsteldam, HJOü, hl/.. 47-51. 
2) VAN DER WAALS, Arcl!. Néerl. 24, blz. 44; Continllil:tt des gasf. und f1üss. 

Zustandes 1I, blz. 137. 
3) RAYLEIGH, PlOC. Roy. Instltution, Vol. XV, Part. 1, pag. 1; Pl'Oc. Roy. Soc. 

Vol. 59, blz. 201. 
4) CUNAEUS, Proefscl1l'ift, blz. 4-6. Proc. 


